
The British School Al Rehab

Website Age Infant Junior Senior

www.tbs-cairo.com From 3 to 18 Yes Yes Yes

Address Admissions

Al Rehab City 

Suez Road 

New Cairo  

Egypt

Tel: (+202) 26070292

Fax: (+202) 26070294

Email: school@tbs-cairo.com

Position

Senior School Principal Hilko Meijer

Head of Primary David Honey

Head of Secondary Yasmin Hussein

Faculty Curriculum

74F/T Cambridge International Primary programme, CIPP 

and IPC

Qual/Exam Types Nationalities

IGCSE, A/S Level, A Level 45

Enrolment Fee

Pre-KG to Y12: 950 Please refer to website for full information.

Special Needs Provision

Comments/Description

http://gcsepod.darwincreative.co.ukhttp://www.tbs-cairo.com


The British School Al Rehab is a friendly school where every child is known and valued as an individual and 

parents are welcome partners. We offer only a traditional 'British School' education so that we can focus on 

constantly updating and improving what we do.

We are a registered centre for Cambridge International and London Edexcel and we offer the full range of IGCSE 

and A Level examinations. We follow the British National Curriculum throughout the school. We provide PE, 

Art,ICT and Music taught by specialists. We have excellent sports facilities and two Music rooms.

We are very aware of our position in Egypt and respond to the wishes of our parents by also offering a full Arabic 

language curriculum based on the Egyptian Syllabus together with Islamic Studies and Christian Studies. Finally, 

in recognition of its major role in Egyptian history, we offer French from Year 3 upwards.

All class teachers are UK qualified and have taught in schools in the UK  ጀ overall this ensures that children are 

taught using a balanced curriculum which gives each individual the opportunity to excel both academically and 

creatively. We offer a “British Curriculum” education with its two key features:

The language of instruction is English.

The teaching style emphasizes the application of knowledge to problem solving and the use of imaginationand 

discussion to help understand our World.Â 

Aims of the School

The British School Al Rehab exists to:Â Â 

Provide the highest standard of education, in the English language to students of any nationality who are likely to 

benefit from it.

Encourage and challenge pupils to develop into well-educated confident people ready to lead fulfilled lives in 

whatever sphere they choose.

Value all pupils equally as individuals and provide a safe and civilised environment in which they can develop.

Inspire in pupils a love for learning which will sustain them throughout their lives.

Other Comments


